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Abstract
A method to calculate the average of a smeared stochastic variable is presented, for the case

were the moments of the variable are known, as well as the distribution of the smearing. It
is applied to the algebraic moments of the transverse momentum distribution of the hadrons
emerging the current fragmentation region in lepto-production. The derivation of the prediction
uses the QCD formulae for the moments of the transverse momentum distribution of the partons
giving rise to the observed hadrons in the forward region. It is indicated how QCD can be tested
by studying the Q2,W and multiplicity dependence of the hadronic transverse momenta, and
in particular how to determine AQCD-
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Chapter 1
Introduction

In comparing experimentally observed distributions with theoretical predictions, and thereby
testing the theory, the problem of including experimental smearing often arises. The word
smearing denotes distortions of the pure theoretical distribution of some kind or another. These
distortions can be due to experimental errors, but also to more or less primary processes,
not included in the theoretical model. An example of this is the transverse momentum of
quarks and gluons in lepto-production : Quantum Chromo Dynamics predicts how this quantity
behaves as a function of various observables. However, since the fundamental fields of the theory
(quarks and gluons) are not observed in isolation, the actually observed value of the transverse
momentum will be smeared not only by the measurement errors of the detecting system, but
also from the process where the partons fragment into final state had rons.

A possible way to take care of the smearing is to analytically calculate the distribution of
the seen variables, given that the theoretical hypothesis is correct. However, in practice this is
often infeasible, for two reasons: the distributions must be known, and the technicalities must
be solvable.

The usual way to compensate for the smearing is instead by Monte-Carlo methods. Various
assumptions on the smearing are fed into a simulation program, and the effects are studied.
This method has the inherent weakness that the result might become quite dependent on the
assumptions and on complicated interference effects between them, and therefore can give quite
big systematic uncertainties. An other problem with Monte Carlo techniques is that the distri-
butions from which one wants to generate the events must be free of singularities, a property
that far from all important distributions have (eg. the infra-red singularity in bremsstrahlung
processes).

In this paper we present a third possibility, namely a method of deriving the average of an
stochastic variable composed of a number of contributing physical processes when the moments
(but not the distribution) of the initial process are known, as well as the distributions of the
various secondary parts. The derivation uses the 'Law of Total Expectation' and the possibility
to expand an conditional expectation value in a Taylor-series in the fixed variable. Since the
details of the smearing can be included step by step, the influence of various parts of it can
be studied separately. This will in turn imply that approximations can be justified in separate
studies of less complicated partial problems, thus reducing the uncertainties due to the choice
of model.

Most of the report is devoted to applying the outlined method to lepto-production. The
work was originally aimed at understanding the transverse momentum observed in a particular
experiment, namely WA59. In this experiment, the Big European Bubble Chamber (BEBC)
was exposed to the CERN SPS wide-band v and V beams. Some problems brought up in this
report are therefore particular to neutrino scattering, but when this is the case, the more general
approach will also be pointed out.

Remark on the notation used

Throughout this work, we will use the customary notation of probability theory. Thus upper
case letters are used for stochastic variables, and lower case for their observed realizations. X, Y
and Z will be used generically for stochastic variables, when the particular distribution is of
no consequence for the argument. The letter / (with no indicies) denotes any function. The
letters $ and <f> denotes the distribution function and the frequency function of the Normal
distribution. E(X\Y = y) is the expectation value of X, given that Y = y, and Fy(y) is the
distribution of the stochastic variable Y. The notation Ex(f(X,Y,...)) will when necessary be
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used to clarify which of several variables the expectation value is implied for. Note that Wu^
is the Whittaker function, but W is the invariant mass of a hadronic system, f(v,x) is the
incomplete gamma-function, but 7 is the Lorentz factor.
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Chapter 2
The Expectation of a smeared variable

The 'Law of total expectation' [1] states that

oo

E(X)= J E(X\Y = y)dFY(y) (1)
—oo

The integral should be interpreted as a Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral [1] i.e. it is well defined even
if the distribution has a discrete part. More generally we have that

00

E(f(X)) = j E(f{X)\Y = y)dFY(y) (2)
— 00

where / can be any well-behaved function.
In the context of this report, Y is a signal (i.e. its distribution is given by the fundamental

theory under test) and X is an observable quantity. The distribution of X is partly governed
of the value of Y, partly by the smearing (i.e. less fundamental and known processes eg.
experimental errors, cf. Chapter 1.).

The integrand is a function of y and can therefore be expanded in a Taylor series :

u y' (3)
1=0

The Taylor coeficients c; uniquely determines E(f(X)\Y — y), and can be calculated (in prin-
ciple), as soon as the distribution of X given Y is known. Substituting this into formula (2)
one gets:

/

°° oo oo °? oo

[co + IT ciyl]dFY{y) = co + ^Ci I y>dFy{y) = Co + V^ Ci E(Yl) (4)
—oo 1 — 1 * ~ ' —oo l — 1

The explicit extraction of CQ is done for future convenience. Equation (4) is the average of the
smeared variable X expressed in terms of the moments of the initial process Y . As mentioned
above, in this study we assume that these moments are given by the theory. The numeric
result can be found by either of two approximate methods: Either the sum converges rather
quickly and the truncation error can be estimated to be sufficiently small after a finite number
of terms in the sum, or the moments can be approximated by a function of i (and measurable
quantities) in such a way that the sum is the Taylor-expansion of a known function. In the
former situation, one can note the case when E(f(X)\Y — y) is a polynomial in y, in which
case the sum of course terminates after a finite number of terms, and the result is exact. In
the latter case, a parametrization of particular interest is one of the type imb' or a sum of such
forms. In this case, the 'known function' is in fact E(f(X)\Y = y), or one of its derivatives
w.r.t. y depending on the value of m .



Chapter 3
An application: Jet-broadening in lepto-production

Lepto-production denotes the process in which hadrons are produced when leptons (charged
or neutral) are scattered off a had ron. In the current fragmentation region, Quantum Chromo
Dynamics (QCD) predicts a transverse widening of the jet of produced hadrons, as the trans-
ferred 4-momentum increases. This arises from the increase with Q2 of the probability that
either the mediating vector-boson scatters off a quark that radiates a gluon after the scattering
('final state gluon bremsstrahlung'), off a quark that has radiated a virtual gluon before the
interaction ('initial state gluon bremsstrahlung'), or that it scatters off either leg of a virtual
quark-antiquark pair created by a gluon fboson-gluon fusion'). In all cases the final configura-
tion will contain two out-going partons, in addition to the remenats of the target. Therefore the
events in this class are labeled as 'three-jet' events, as opposed to the normal 'two-jet' events.

In reference [2], Altarelli makes a detailed study of this effect, and the expression for the
moments of the distribution of the transverse momentum (p±gCD) of the two partons in the
forward-going system is found to be :

= ̂ SfovtfW + O(al) (5)

The functions fi(x,y,Q2) are complicated but known functions, and W is the invariant mass of
the hadronic system.

Thus this process is indeed described by a theory giving the moments of the distribution. In
the following we will show that the other two prerequisites needed to use the procedure outlined
in Chapter 2 are also present. This amounts to show that :

The expectation of some observable quantity can be calculated given the value of PiQCD •
The moments in (5) can be cast in a form such that (4) can be used.

More specifically, let px,rtn denote an observable of some kind, correlated to p j . g c o . The value
of px,een will inevitably vary stochastically at a given p±QCD • This is due to the fact that only
the hadronic fragments of the partons are observable, and that the hadronization process is a
random one.

However, using the Theorem of Total Expectation, we see that for the moments of p±secn

we get :

J = J
— CO

This means that E{pk
i_aren) can be calculated if (5) is substituted into (4) :

E(pk
x,eJ = c*o + g ; £ cki fi(x, y,Q2)W> = ck0 + ^gk(x, y, Q2, W,....) (6)

The right hand side of this expression is a function of the measurable quantities i , j / , Q2, W and
any other variables that might enter through ck{ (represented by the dots).

The conclusion is that to find E{pk
L ) is tantamount to:

1. Calculating the functions fi{x,y,Q2).
1. Finding the form of gk.
3. Finding the form of E(p^ifen\p±QCD = x) as a function of x (and of measurable quantities).
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The topic of the following sections is the solution of these problems. Sections 3.1 and 3.2 deals
with the points 1 and 2, which are general for all moments of p±sten, section 3.3 deals with the
first moment, and section 3.4 with the even moments in general, which turn out to be simpler
to handle, but also to be more sensitive to approximations and correlations between energy,
transverse momentum and invariant mass.

3.1 The functions fi(x,y,Q2 )

To calculate fi(x,y,Q2), we start from the formulae given in ref. [2]. The integrals over
the kinematic variables on the parton level were solved analytically [3] [4] to get expressions
for the splitting functions. (These solutions were further checked using the automatic formula
manipulation language REDUCE [5]). The final integral of the splitting functions weighted
by the nuclear structure functions was carried out numerically, using the routine GPINDP
from the CERN program library [6]. As input, one can use use a set of x and Q2 dependent
parametrizations of xF3, the anti-quark distribution (q) and the gluon distribution (G) appro-
priate for the experimental conditions. For WA59, we used the functions from CDHS [7], and
we assumed that the Callan-Gross relation 2xF\ = F2 holds. Using a different parametrization
of the structure functions, the integral was also solved analytically [4]. The solution contains
the hypergeometric function, and since the asymptotic behaviour of these functions are known,
the solution was well suited to study the asymptotic behaviour of the /-functions as the order
goes to infinity. (The numeric integration method was of no use to determine the asymptotic
properties).

In figure la the function f\ applicable to F-scattering at Q2 — 5.0 GeV and y — 0.5 is shown
as a function of x , in figure lb as a function of y at x =0.24, and in figure lc the same function
is shown as a function of Q2 at y = 0.5 and x = 0.24 . AU functions up to i = 17 has been
calculated and / 5 and fg for F-scattering are shown in figure 2 ( y =0.5, Q2 =5.0 GeV). As a
an illustration of the effect of other probes, we show the function /i at Q2 — 5.0 GeV, and y =
0.5 for V,v and e as incoming particles in figure Id.

It can be seen in these figures that the /,:s are almost independent of y , and also that they
are quite flat as functions of x for x > 0.15. They also vary quite slowly with Q2. Therefore it
is possible to approximate fc to a function of i only, if x > 0.15. This has been done, as shown
in figure 3. Using the exact solution mentioned above, we found that an approximation should
be such that it orders asymptotically approaches a pure exponential for high i. In view of this
and of eq. (6) , we choose an approximation in the form of a sum of exponentials in i :

/, as ciftj +a2&^ + a36l, (7)

This fit was made in different intervals of Q2 and W and separately for v and V. Figure 3 shows
the result for the WA59 experiment.

3.2 The form of gk{x, y, Q2,W )

In Appendix A we will find that for even values of k, the sum in (6) will terminate after k
terms, and therefore that g^ is a polynomial in W.

To find the form of the function gk(x,y, Q2, W) for odd k is a more delicate task. We
substitute the parametrization of /, given eq. (7) into eq. (6) , to find that

Rearranging terms, this can be written as :



3

9k = X ] °J

Since the numbers c& are the Taylor-coefficients in the expansion of E(p^seen \ PXQCD = x)
(cf. eq. (3) ), it follows that :

9k = <*<>£(-«,) + E a ^ ( P l - e n I V1.QCD = bjW) (8)

3.3 The smeared expectation value

In the following sub-sections, we will do a step by step derivation of the expectation of the
hadronic transverse momentum out of the lepton-plane at fixed PXQCD- This approach will
make it possible to check our assumptions and approximations in an explicit way, by directly
comparing results with and without approximations, if necessary using dedicated Monte-Carlo
simulations to validate the result. This simulation program was written using the procedure
described in [8] to generate hadronic fragments which obey over-all momentum conservation,
without creating artificial correlations. All other processes were generated according to the
distributions mentioned in the text, and any transformations needed between inertial frames
were done without approximations.

3.3.1 The simplest case : A single jet
Schematically, the transverse momentum (px) of a hadron can be written as :

P± = ApLhad + BpXprm + CP±QCD

where

p±hod = The transverse momentum from hadronization in the CMS of the fragmenting
system
P-Lpnm = The transverse momentum from the intial momentum of the struck parton
PLQCD ~ The transverse momentum from hard QCD processes, calculable with perturba-
tion theory

A,B and C are the fractions of P±had,P±pr,m and PXQCD
 t n a t t n e n a d r o n gets in the laboratory

system.
In calculation, as well as in simulation, it is assumed that the components of the hadroniza-

tion momentum transverse to the direction of the jet (pxhad) have a Gaussian distribution with
mean = 0 . This is what most models for hadronization assumes. In this section, we will
also assume that the struck parton had no transverse momentum prior to the interaction (i.e.
Viyrim = 0), delaying the discussion of a non-zero primordial px to section 3.3.4.

The variable we chose to use is \pxev ,\i which we define as follows : The plane defined
by the two out-going partons is called the event plane. The component of the momentum of
the hadrons in the event plane is denoted by fevpi, and pxtvpi is the component of this vector
perpendicular to the current. (In this section, as well as the closest following, we assume that
all particles are seen. The effect of undetected particles will be discussed in sections 3.3.5 and
3.3.6.) Using this definition, we also introduce px,um '•

N
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where Px.v?l+i = Pi,.pl i »f Px,.^ > 0 > and 0 otherwise. Note that the sum extends over all
r icks, not only those with p± , > 0. The total number of particles in the jet is denoted by
. . The definition of px lum is illustrated in figure 4. (This variable will be helpful in some steps
of the derivation of the final result. Due to the smearing introduced by the loss of tracks it is
not well suited as the final experimental observable). From elementary statistics it follows that

N

= n) = E(£p±t.pt+.\X = n) = £ E(p±tvpt+\N = n) =
1 = 1

^\N = n) = n J xdFP±cvpl^(x\N = n) (10)
—oo

Hence it is sufficient to study p±tv l+ .
Let the invariant mass of the jet be denoted by Wjet, and the centre of mass system of the jet

by S. Seen from a system (5') with axes parallel to those of the laboratory system, but which
moves relative to laboratory system in such a way that the jet only has a momentum component
perpendicular to the current direction, the jet has pjet - (0,p±QCD,0) and Ejet = J^%t + Pjet-
Then a Lorentz transformation perpendicular to the current from S to 5' will have :

" • - ( i n

Transforming from 5 ' to the laboratory system will not change the transverse components of
the momentum. Hence,

Jt l
jrt £ ( 12)

0

E, is the energy of particle i in the CMS of the jet system. The second line in (12) applies if
the first one is smaller than zero, a condition that can be reformulated as a condition on p±hail :

where

Y2 = p2
L + V\ + mLrf< w h i c h implies that E, = yjp\hodt + Y2

pi - the longitudinal part of the hadronization momentum.



pr - the component of the hadronization momentum perpendicular to the event plane
- the mass of the hadron (taken to be mK)

We see that equation (12) states that Px,.^+ °f • particle is composed of a fragmentation
contribution, 'vhich is the transverse momentum from fragmentation in the jet system Lorentz-
dilated, and a contribution from the transverse momentum from the hard QCD process which
is PxQCD multiplied by the particle's proportion cf the invariant mass of the jet. To calculate
the expectation value of Px<¥pj+ , the distribution Fp± must be found. It will consist of two
parts, one discrete part which is the probability that px«.pi+ is negative and one continuous
part which is a translation of the distribution of p±had- Therefore the expectation value can be
written as :

= ») = J

oo E,
ur
"j

QcD w

et "jet

0 X P(pLhad < a\N = n) (13)

If n = 1, this formula does not apply, since momentum conservation demands that the single
particle in the jet takes all of p±QCD- Thus for n = 1, we have instead that E(p±tepl+ \N = 1) =
PJ-QCD- We assume that p±had is independent of Ej and \Vjet, and use that it has a Gaussian
distribution with width o. The assumption of independence will later be justified a posteriori

by comparison with the simulated distributions. Since a = —rir (>CD , we can write (13) as :
"jet

W]et
 e + W]et * \ W}eta

(14)

This expectation value should be averaged over £,TV and Wjet, as these are not observable; to
calculate them the CMS of the jet must be known. We can perform the average without explicit
reference to the distribution of either of these variables if the Gauss appioximation can be used
(i.e. if E{f(X, Y')) ss f{E{X),E{Y)) is a good approximation). As we shall see, comparison
with Monte-Carlo shows that this the case (sect. 3.3.3 and figure 6).

We begin by calculating the expectation value of Wjet-

E(WJtt) = nE{yjY? + plhJ * n JE{Y?) + E{p\hJ = n

Using this result one finds that



In the last equality we have defined

From the definition of Y, we note that £(Y2) is limited from bellow by a2 + m\ad. Since £(Y2)
has no a priori upper lim c, we have that

f+^h\<b<

which on neglecting m\adla
2 compared to unity becomes

The effect of the mass is to make 6 closer to the lower limit of this inequality. If the width of
the longitudinal distribution is the same as for the transverse one then

In the Gauss approximation, the expectation of E/Wjet can be calculated as

E , F ( F , F ( 1 E(E) __ E(E) 1

Putting (15) and (16) into the formula (14) for the expectation value one gets:

Jl + x2/(nb)2E(Y2)e Ä 7 + - • ( -?- ) = t{x.n;a) (17)
v n nba

and, after summing over i according to eq. (10) ,

E(pi.um\N = n,pXQCD = x) » nt(x,n;a) (18)

Remembering the comment after (13) , we have in the case n = 1 that E(p±evpl+\N =
\,PXQCD -x) = x. This case corresponds to a one-point distribution of Pxevpl+ in the point x.
However, it will turn out to be convenient to let the definition of t(x, n; a) be as stated in (17)
even for n = 1, and to handle the special case explicitly.
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3.3.2 Towards reality : 1. Cross-talk between the forward jets
To remove the need to be able to identify the parent partons of the observed hadrons, we

must take both forward jets into account. Since we in general have no way of determining
to which jet a certain track belongs, some tracks from the jet produced by the second parton
emerging downward in the event plane will enter into the pxaumof the first one (cf. the definition
in eq (9) ). These tracks can be labeled "wrong side" tracks.

It is convenient to divide the observable p±Jum into two parts: Let a subscript tot mean the
value corresponding to the entire forward system, and up and down the values for each of the
jets. With this notation, the observable p± J u m is then p± J u m ,ol, and the pX j u m up is the pX j u m

derived in the previous section (where we only considered the up jet), and

E(P±,um)tot - E(P±, . n)up + E(pi3um)down,wrong side (19)

(We have for a moment dropped the conditions on Nup) It should be clear that the expectation
value of pX(Um iown and that of the sum of the PLevpl of the tracks of the down jet that went to the
positive side of the lepton plane (i.e. E{p±3um)down,wTOng side), must add to - p X g c D ( = xdown),
since this is in fact the expectation of the sum over all tracks in the jet and since momentum
conservation holds. Thus, we get that

*-* \P-Ljum jdown + •fHPlJum)doum,uironp side = Xdown

=> (20)
E\PL)um)down,wrong side = \xdown ~

Inserting (20) into (19) , noting that the only difference between the up and down expectation
values is an over-all change of sign, and the effect of the different multiplicity, we obtain

E(P±,uJtot = E(pUuJN = nup,p±QCD = x)

+ xdown + E(p±3um\N = m- n u p , p X g C D = x) (21)

In this formula nup is the multiplicity of the up jet, and m is the total forward multiplicity.
The value of nup is not observable (observing it would mean that there was a way to correctly
assign a seen track to its parent parton), hence it must be averaged over. To do this we
may assume that nup = X + 1, with X being binomial with p =0.5 and n = m - 2 (i.e.

/ m - 2 \
PNup{i\M = m) — I . I 0.5m~2). This assumption means that a given particle has equal

probability to come belong either jet (reflecting our ignorance of which parton it originated from)
and that there is at least one particle in each of them (reflecting momentum conservation). We
can now write down the expectation for the transverse momentum for the entire forward system.
The variable M denotes the total forward multiplicity :

E(p±,um\M = m,p±QCD = x) =

™Z* ( m - 2 \ 1
X ] E ( P ^ u m \ ^ P = i , M = m , p 1 ( J C D = x ) i —j =
1=1 \ / l

{ Using eq. 16 } = ̂  E{pUum\N = i,p±qcD = x) t ™~f j^ qcD = x) t f j
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£ £(PX.um|W = m -
/ O \ 1

(m-2\ 1
I ,• _ i 1 2

m-2

I . J i s

f d i

2-,

One can use that I . J is symmetric around m/2 to transform the second sum in the last

expression into a form identical to the first one by the substitution i -> m- i :

= m , P ± Q C D = x ) =

( 7 ) + *

/ o \ i
PUuJN = hPigcD = *)l 7 ^ i ) ^ 2

( 7- 1
lso extracted the sp
{ m — 2 \ i
I i _ j 1 y^2 =

h f f

t=2

Here we have also extracted the special term for i = 1 (cf. the comment after (18) ), and used
m - 1

that £
»=i

Up to now, we have for future convenience denoted the transverse momentum of the daton
jet by Xdown, but since xup + Xdown = Pxpr,m and since we are for the time being assuming that
the parton had no intial transverse momentum, we have that Xdown = -x. We now use the form
for the expectation value given by eq. (18) , and extend the sums down to i = 1 by adding
and subtracting the corresponding terms :

E(P±.UJM = m,P±QCD = x) = (23)

771-1 ' m-2\ 1 2t(x,l;cr)
2

_ »771-2

In this expression, the first term is the average over i of it(x, i; a). The exact value of the sum is
almost indistinguishable from the result obtained by simply putting nup to its average (m/2) in
the formula ( figure 5). The last two terms represents the case of exactly one particle in either
of the jets. Equation (23) is now simplified to

.,, . . . , . m . 2t(x,l\a) 2x
HP±.uJM = m,p±QCD = x) » mt(x,-;a) -x ^=T~ + j ^

By dividing by m and using (10) we find that

_. . . . . . m . x 2t(x,\;o) 2x
E(pxcvpl+\M = m,p±QCD = x) = t(x,-;o)-- - ~^=r + ^ ^

We are now no longer making any reference to which jet a track is actually belonging to, and it
should be clear to the reader that the distinction between the '«/•' and 'down' is purely artificial.
From the definition (9) of pxeipi+ and its counterpart p±et,p,_ for the tracks with negative px if
follows that

Thus we find that

E(\Pxtvpl\\M = m,PlQCD = x) = 2«(.,f ;„) - ^ - '-^0- + ̂  (24)

This function is shown in figure 7a at different values of m.
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3.3.3 Interlude : Comments on the form of the solution
General features

The result shows the asymptotic features expected ( figure 7a): At large m, the last two terms
of eq. (24) will vanish. These terms describe the effect of momentum being conserved in each
jet separately. At large p±QCD the first term will vanish and the second will be p±QCD/m. At
pXgCD = 0, the second will instead vanish and the first one becomes

fi L

Comparison with simulation

The approximations used in obtaining the results are quite permissible, as can be seen in
figure 7a. The points in this figure are Monte-Carlo results from a program which generated
events with a gaussian shape for the transversal momentum distribution (a = 0.2 GeV). These
points are in quite good agreement with the theoretical curves. In figure 6, E(pi_evrl\ps_qcD =
x, N = 6) is plotted for different values of E(Y2). The extreme cases are when E{Y2) is large
which means that Ei ( = Jp\ + Y2) is independent of Pxhad> and when E(Y2) is minimal,
i.e. when pi = 0, so that E(Y2) = a2. The intermediate case where all components of the
CMS momentum equally distributed, ie. E(Y2) = 2<r2. The difference between these cases is
clearly small, and the method is indeed almost independent of these details of the hadronization
process.

Dependent jets

To estimate what the assumption that the jets are independent implies, all the calculations can
be done without the restriction that

= 0

ie. in a case where the jets are free to exchange momentum. This implies that all pxhod

are independent and that the special case at n = 1 needn't be considered. Returning to the
calculation in sect 3.3.1, we see that the final result changes to :

i) « 2t(x, ̂ ;a) - •£

This function is shown in figure 7b. As could be expected this only changes the value of the
expectation value at small PJ <jCD and m.

3.3.4 Towards reality : 2. Primordial p±
The expression for the px of each hadron should also include the primordial px, i.e. the

transverse momentum the struck quark had at the moment of the interaction. By studying
the derivation in section 3.3.1, one finds that the effect of including p±pr,m is that the result

eq. (18) is modified by replacing x by x Pp2- (the factor 1/2 comes from the fact that
each jet on average takes half of the primordial px). When using this result in analysing the
cross-talk, one has to take into account that the primordial px will give a non-zero total px
to the entire forward-going system. Therefore the up and down jets will have slightly different
forms of the expectation value, since pxpr(m increases p±evpi on one side and decreases it on
the other, i.e. the expectation value does not only change sign, but one should also do the
substitutions x-*x+ P J y " and xdown -> -x - Pl%r'm . If one inserts this into (22) , the final
result of the cross-talk analysis then becomes
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= n,p±QCD = x,p±prm =k) = t(x + - , — ;a)+ t(x - - , y ! ^ ) -

2} ( * - - ) 4t(x,l;a) Ax
+ 2 ^ Jm m m2m-2 + m

Note that the last two terms, which stems from the jets with one particle only remains un-
changed, since these jets will take only a negligible fraction of Pi_frim due to their small invariant
mass. If (25) is averaged over the distribution of p±prtm, one finds that the result is a folding
of the expectation-value of (24) with the distribution rescaled to have half the width :

00

2 J t(n,x - y)fp^pTtj2y)dy = |«(n,y) ® / p i ^ t y ) } (a?)

The last equality follows from the definition of the folding operation, and from the fact that
if we have Y = y , the p.d.f of Y is 2fx{2y). The calculations for the other terms of the

expression are similar. The distribution of Pxprim is symmetric, so the change of sign of the ^
term is of no significance. Carrying out the calculations, we find that :

E(\P±evPt\\M = ™,

If we assume that the distribution of p±prim is Gaussian (with expectation-value 0 , width a p n m ) ,
most of the folding integrals can be performed analytically. By comparing with the definition
(17) oit, we see that

(2%, j ; a) - % ® ff_xBi3L(y)\ (x) =
I 2 m —^ J

^ ) ® «A(^)} (x) + {y ® <^(^)| (x) (27)

wherein

<r,

a2

— nba

Qyrim

A

B

C

(Jo

I \\
1

)2E(Y2) (28)

The last folding is trivially equal to x - E(—Sp2-) = x, but the other two need some elaboration.
First we prove a corollary :
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If Z = X + Y, then Fz(x) = {Fx ® fY}(x)

Proof:

OO ( X " \ 00

J I / !x(t - u)fY(u)dt \du = J Fx{x - u)fY{u)du =
— OO V—OO J —OO

*)•

For the second folding in (27) we get

OO OO

Cy / ^(^^-)4>(—)du -C f u^(^^)<f>(—)du = { Using the corollary } =

OO

a2Cy^(-TÄ=) - c l (^(^-^)) (u<t>{—)) du = { Integration by parts } =

T2 + r 2

(29)

The last expression follows from the rule for folding two Gaussian distributions. The first folding
in (27) is not exactly solvable, but noting that B < o\, so that \J\ + By2 is quite constant in
the overlap region, we get to a good approximation that

—
02

a\

°2 (30)

We see that it is convenient to define

Inserting (29) and (30) into (27) and using (28) , we find that
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2

(nb)2E(Y2) + (2n)26

= 2T(i ,n;a,ap r i m) . (32)

It follows from (32) and (17) that T(x,n; a, 0) = t(x,n; a). Therefore we can write (26) as

. . . . „_, m . 2x 4T(Z,1;<T,0) 4i

JM = m,P±QCD = x) = 2T(*, —<7,<v,m) - - - ^ ^m'_2' + ^ - ^ r j

= u(x,m;a,<xprim) (33)

In figure 7c, the function u is plotted at different values of a^im. and at different multiplicities.
The agreement with the Monte-Carlo points also shown is excellent.

3.3.5 Towards reality : 3. The effect of the unknown angle
The plane defined by the momenta of the in-coming and out-going leptons is the lepton-

plane. The angle between the lepton-plane and the event-plane is hard to measure, since any
method to reconstruct the event-plane will have to cope with the problem of the momentum
of particles escaping detection. This problem is particularly severe for bubble chamber experi-
ments, where long-lived neutral hadrons stand a large risk of not being detected. In counter a
experiment (which presumably incorporates hadron calorimeters), this risk is lower, but on the
other hand the geometric acceptance for charged particles is usually not as complete as for a
bubble chamber. With this in mind, we chose to use IRL^.I, the component of the momentum
of the hadrons perpendicular to the lepton-plane. The rationale of this choice is that the lepton
directions, and thus the lepton-plane, are well measured. Furthermore, since the current must
be in this plane, one knows that p±mt is transverse to the current. On the other hand, for a v
experiment the current-direction in the lepton-plane is not as well measurable, since it also de-
pends on the neutrino energy. This implies that any maximization of the transverse momentum
with respect to the current is vulnerable to measurement errors on the neutrino energy. This is
not the case for a charged lepton experiment, where the momentum of the incoming lepton is
well known from the beam-line optics. However, the problem of lost tracks still remains.

In essence, our calculations so far have assumed that the event-plane and the lepton-plane
are perpendicular. To raise this restriction and allow the angle ( 9) to be completely random (i.e.
rectangular between 0 and TT) is simple, since this angle is only weakly correlated to the other
variables. The derivation will be exactly the same, except that p±QCD should be substituted by
s\n(0)p±QCD. In the final result we can average over $, and we find that the result is the same

as in (33) with a factor ^ multiplying x :

2x 2x
E{\PLM,\\M = n,plQCD =x) = £(|p±et,pl||M = n,p±qcD = —) = t»(—,n;<r,(VJTO)

= f/(ar, nsff^prim) (34)

The final formula is therefore obtained from the formula in the previous section by substituting
x by ^j£. This curve is shown with simulation data in figure 7d. The signal is thus reduced, but
we feel that this is a small price to pay to avoid the smearing arising from the neutrino energy
determination and lost tracks.
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3.3.6 The final step : The effect of non-detected particles
What is observed as events with n tracks is due to decays and detector inefficiencies a

mixture of events with different numbers of primary tracks. It should be clear to the reader
that the multiplicity (M) entering into the formulae so far implicitly is to be understood as the
primary one.

We assume that the distribution of seen tracks, given the number of primary tracks, does
not depend on W, i.e. the fraction of short-lived particles as well as the detection efficiency (for
a bubble-chamber experiment essentially the fraction of neutrals) is not a* function of energy
above the imposed cuts. Making this assumption, it follows from Bayes theorem that we get
for the conditional probability :

PM(i\Nuen = n, W = w) =

™ ~ > ' M = «>*(»W = «) = {The ,aw of tota, probability} =
PN,«n(nW = V>)

PN,ccn(n\M = i)pM{i\W = w)
— {jzj

5IPJV,«»(n|Af = i)pM(i\W = w)

From the 'Law of total expectation' (eq. (2) ), we find that the expectation value at a given
number of seen tracks and at a given W is :

E{\P±n,\\N»een = n,P±QCD = X,W = w) =

( £ ( | p i o u , | | M = m,pLqcD = x)\Naeen = n,W =

i\Nseen = n,W = w) =

— 5S (36)
pjv,«n(n|M = i)pM(i\W = w)

= r(x,n,w;<r,«Tpr,m) (37)

To find pNsern(nSeen\M = i), one must use the result from a detailed Monte-Carlo simulation of
the effect of fast decays of primary particles and detection efficiencies (in the case of WA59 an
LPS-model based one was used [9]).

As the probability to get i tracks (pjw('|W = w)) is a function of energy, some kind of
parametrization of this distribution should be used. Since KNO-scaling [10] is empirically
found to be valid at the energies accessible in current lepton scattering experiments, one might
use this parametrization. KNO-scaling states that

E(N)PN{i\W = w) = hNo(i/E(N))

- 16-



for any W. In the formula, N is the primary total multiplicity (i.e. both forward and backward).
The specific form of JKNO is not known a priori, but usually a Gaussian form will be sufficient
to describe the data.

The total charged multiplicity has been found to be linear with ln(W) (eg. ref. [11]).
It is therefore not unreasonable to make the avsatz that this also holds for the total primary
multiplicity :

E(N) = a + b ln(W)

Monte-Carlo studies shows that the dependence of the average total primary multiplicity on the
forward primary multiplicity and on W can be estimated by :

N = T + S M + t ln(W)

We can then write

-tur \ t (T + si + t ln(W)\ 1

W = w) = fKNO { a + bH^ >) a + bln(w) (38)
The 'Law of total probability' gives that

oo

PNnm(n\W = w) = 5>jvMin(n|Jlf = i)pM(i\W = w)

The left hand side of this expression is a directly observable distribution. Therefore one can fit
the parameters in (38) to the data.

As an alternative to the exact procedure outlined above, one might also use that (35) gives
the W-dependent average primary multiplicity as

f = i)p\t(i\W = W)

E(N\Naeen = n,W = w)= i f = m(w,n)

= i)pM(i\W = w)

and substitute M by this average in the third ex>- ession in the derivation of (37) to get :

^ d P - u J i ^ e n = "-.PXgcD = x,W = w)*s U(x,m(w,n);a,opTim) (39)

This method is not as exact, but has the advantage to save a factor 10 in computing effort.

3.3.7 The expectation value : Epilogue
We are now in the position that we can write down the complete form of the expectation

value of Ipiou, | at a given p±QCD and a given estimated primary forward multiplicity :

= x,W -w) = r{x,n,w\o,aprim) (40)

In this formula, we have ( cf. (37) ):

oo

,«n(n|M = i)pM(i\W = w)

r(x,n,w)= —
PN.cen(n\M = i)pM{i\W = w)



wherein ( ef. (33) ):

2x m 4i 4TÄl;M) 8X

U(X,m;a,apTtm) = 2T(-,-;a,aprim) - — - ^ ^ + —

The function T(x,m;a,apTim) is defined by ( cf. (32) ):

where

6 = / l + irV£(y2),y2 = p\ + ti + m\ad and a' =

and a and aprim are the widths of the Gaussian distributions describing the fragmentation and
primordial transverse momenta, respectively. From eq (38) in the previous chapter, we have
that :

a + b ln(W) ) a + b ln(W)

The probability PN,ttn(n\M = i) should be obtained by a simulation of particle decays and
detector response, and the parameters r, s, /, a and b from a fit to the data.

Instead of the sum above, one might use that

= i)pnt{i\W = w)

F(N\Naeen = n,W = w)= '-^ = mKn)

= i)pM(i\W = w)

and insert this expectation value for n in the second R.H.S of (40) , to obtain the approximate
formula :

2i
E(\PLw\\Nsten = n,pXqcD = x, W = w) * u(— ,m.{w,n);a,crprim)

Thus, the sought expectation value can be calculated from measurable quantities, given
values for the two paramet *s a and cfpTim- Graphs of this function are given in figure 8a and b
as functions of PLQCD and W respectively. Since E(\p±out\\N,p±QCD = x) is independent of n
at small x, a fast glance at (40) shows that the effect of non-detected particles vanishes in the
region of low p±QCD values.

3.4 The even moments

The complicated derivation in the previous section and its sub-sections of the expectation of
|pxo«i i might propose that the calculation of the higher moments will present unsurmountable
difficulties. This is indeed true for the odd moments, but the even moments are quite on the
contrary simpler to calculate. This is because whereas the expectation value (and, in fact, any
odd moment) of p i ^ , vanishes, due to the symmetry of the distribution, the even moments
do not. For the odd moments we are forced to use the absolute value, which in turn implies
that the integration limits in the moment-integral are non-trivial. This is not the case for the
even moments. In fact, the calculations in this case are mostly an exercise in combinatorial
algebra. However, as we shall see, the higher moments are more sensitive to approximations
and correlations than the first moment. This will imply that their usefulness for testing the
model is limited.
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3.4.1 One jet

By writing

Pi.. , , = ApUai + BP±prtm + Cp±QCD (41)

we see that

?!*.„ = (ApUad + Bp^tm + CPlQCD)2k =

£ £ ( 2- ) ( 2k~ ' ) (AP^ä)
2k-^(Cps.QCDnBp±prmy (42)

t=o j=o V / V ^ /

From section 3.3.1 we know that

w
"jet

if n > 1 and that A2 = 0 if n = 1. We also found in 3.3.4 that

B

and in Section 3.3.1 that

C = # " (45)
" jet

(this is in fact the only conclusion of this section that is needed for the even moments). In
Appendix A, we show that the expectation of pj* at a given PxQCD can be written

r=0

where the coefficients are given by

nun(2r-n;-2r+3n) fc „ / ^ \ / 2fc _ „ _ r + n~ i \

( n + r _n^i , n-3
l] \ T 2 / \ n " r 1 ^ /

2/

wherein

(
The value of p,,^,/ can either be obtained by simulating the process and creating a look-up table,
or by approximations. The crudest approximation is to assume that pih o d is independent of Ei
and Wjet- In this case, pn_i ^ / vanishes due to the symmetry of the distribution of pih o d , and
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Pknl =
(k-n)\

(49)

The moments of the energy, the invariant mass, and their ratio are evaluated in Appendix B.
For instance, we get for the second moment (k = 1) :

£(plevJP±gCi> = *) =

which could have been derived directly from (41) and the rules for calculating the variance of a
sum of independent stochastic variables. In section 3.3.1 we handled the terms 1/W and Ei/W
approximately. This was necessary because of the square root from the Lorentz transformation,
and the nontrivial integration limits introduced by the absolute value, the latter giving rise to the
distribution and exponential functions in eq. (17) . We showed that the approximations were
good by comparing the result at different extremes and with simulation. For the second moment,
one still gets reasonable results using these approximations, but for higher even moments one
will find that they are not good enough. However, since we no longer have the problem of the
square root and the integration limit, the approximations are not needed anymore. In Appendix
B, we show how the moments and the distribution of the energy can be calculated from the
distribution of the components of momenta, how the moments of the invariant mass can be
obtained from the moments of the energy, and how those of the invariant mass divided by the
energy can be deduced from those of £, and Wjet. However, *o arrive at these results, we still
need to assume the independence of momenta, energy and invariant mass.

A more elaborate approximation that only disregards the effect of momentum conservation,
but includes the correlation of transverse momentum and energy, as well as that of energy and
invariant mass. The result is that

Pknl =
P±had \

yy2l+2n I

-21 - 2TJ

P

(50)

if n / 0 and / / 0, otherwise

Pknl =
(2fc-2n)! fa2

(k-n)\ I 2

fc-n

»i is the Whittaker function).
In figure 9, we show the second and sixth moment of p±fvpl at multiplicities 3 and 6. The

points are from the simulation, the solid lines correspond to the exact expression for pknl (48)
, and the dotted lines to the approximation (50) . In the last case, the moments of the inverse
invariant mass were taken from simulation.
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3.4.2 Two jets at a random angle in non-ideal detector
When studying the even moments, we have no need to keep track of which side of the lepton

plane the particles end up on; for the first moment it was essential to do so due to the non-linear
properties of the integrand introduced by the absolute value. The only results from section 3.3.2
needed for the even moments is the method to average over the multiplicity of the jets, given
the total total forward primary multiplicity, including the case with one particle only in either
jet. The approximation that n - m/2 if m is the total forward primary multiplicity, and n is
that of one jet, is to crude for higher moments. We therefore then define

U2k(x,m;a,opTtm) = E(p2
Xout\M - m,pXQCD = x) =

2]C*2rc2Jb-(l;<7)
k

v-7-v- *• ,• M">-*\
)in- 2 9 m ~ 2

r=0

(2 £
\ i-l

T=0

(Since we already have included the effect of primordial transverse momentum, it is appropriate
to use the symbol u for this function, cf. sect 3.3.4)

To accommodate the effect of a random angle between the event-plane and the lepton-plane,
we note that, just as in the case of the first moment, the difference to the derivation is that
PJ.QCD should be replaced by P±QCD sin(ö), 0 being uniformly distributed between 0 and TT.

Since E{piLOUl\p±.QCD = i ) is a polynomial in x, we use the well known formula

o

to get

2r!!
E(pfout\P±QCD = x) = ^2x2T—^d2kr{Tn;a1apr,m) = U2k(x,n\o,Orrtm)

r=0 r "

Exactly the same procedure to take care of the effect, of the non-detected particles as was used
in section 3.3.6 for the first momr1' can be used for the higher ones, so we can write:

2r!!p f \ P D = x) = ^2x2T^

EM (E(pfout\M = i,pXQCD = x)\Nuen = n,W = w) =

tn = n,W = w) =
«=0
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00 k 2j\\

i=oj=o *"

= n,W = w) =
j=0 J" i-0

(51)

The second sum is the expectation on </2jcj(A/). If we approximate this with d2fcj(l"(f ,n)), the
formula simplifies to

Etfiout\Ns«n = n,P±QCD = x, W = w) = £ *23 ̂ 4d2kj(m(w, »)) (52)
i=o J "

We see that also after all corrections, the even moments are polynomials in the value of P±.QCD-

3.5 The jigsaw completed : The moments of the hadronic
transverse momentum

By combining (6) with k = I and (8) we find that

3

= n) ~ r

r (53)

The form of E{px<m,\p±QCD = x, Nleen = n) is given by (40) . The values of the parameters a
and b are found by fitting the sum of exponentials to the /-functions, as described in sect 3.1.
By inspecting the form of this equation, we see that the expectation of the hadronic transverse
momentum is a function of W/nseen, and that the shape of this function is given by the three
parameters a,,a and oVTim. In figure 10 we show g as a function of W/n,fen.

For the higher even moments, we have found that the expectation value of p*£M at a fixed
value of PXQCD

 a r e polynomials in the value of PiQCD , i.e. the sum in (4) will terminate.
Therefore we can find the moment without a condition on Pi.qCD directly by setting k to the
appropriate even value in (6) without any need to parametrize the /-functions. The result is
(cf. eq (51)):

^ § n,W = w) (54)

or, using the average of M (52)

22i?§ (55)
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Note that whereas the first moment depends on all /-functions, the even moments only depends
on a finite number of /-functions of even order. This implies that to study the leading f\-
function, the first moment must be used. Also note that compared to a lower moment, a
higher moment shows less dependence on W/n3een at low values of this ratio. Thus the QCD-
effect will be pushed further out in the tail of the W-distribution, and might be harder to
observe. Finally, as we have seen in sect. 3.4, the higher moments are increasingly sensitive
to various approximations on eg. correlations between momentum, energy and invariant mass.
These features of the higher moments implies that their practical use for testing the model are
limited.

3.6 Using the result : Tests of QCD

We can now use (53) to compare theory to data. It is beyond the scope of this report to
perform such tests, but we will outline a possible procedure for them.

Equation (53) predicts how the seen value of the hadronic transverse momentum depends
on W, naeen and, through Q, , Q2. The QCD-prediction is hereby modified to state that the
average seen transverse momentum should rise linearly, not with W (as the case was with
the parton transverse momentum) but with g, which is a function of W/naeen- This function
asymptotically goes to a linear one as W/naeen increases. The directional coefficient of the
assymptot is £* The sensitivity for the value of a, is illustrated in figure 11 where E(p±ou,) is

shown as a function of „ at various a,-values.
''seen

Only two unobserved quantities are left in the expression, namely a and <7pr»m- To simul-
taneously fit the three parameters (aa,a and <Tprim) poses no formal problems. If the avaliable
range of n,een is narrow, it will not be possible to disentangle the effects of fragmentation and
primordial transverse momentum, since the dominating dependence of the prediction on a and
Oprim is of the form a2 + [n\J!Iim ) , and the two widths are quite similar.

Since QCD also predicts (the Callan-Symanzik (or RG) equation) the specific form of a, as
a function of Q2, a further test can be made. The exact expression of a,(Q2) depends on the
order of the calculation, as well as on the renormalisation-scheme used. In second order, MS it
is [12]:

Qs(Q ) = Qo I 1 ~ b'ao\n

Where

o = W —
[61n(-f-)J

AQCD

(33-2JV/)

.,_ 153 - l9Nf
0 " 2TT[33 - 2Nf]

Nf = Number of flavours

The form includes one parameter only, AQCD, and by inserting this specific form of
a,(Q2; AQCD) into (53) , this prediction can be tested as well, and if it isn't excluded, the
value of AQCD will be found.

The actual fit can be done as a Least-Squares minimization, viz.
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\\P-Lou,\ - 7T-S - Co)
* — '-

\\fasdg \2,fdc0

wherein Q is the quantity to be minimized and sPx ,SQI and sw are the RMS of pxou,,Q2 and
W, respectively. We see that the derivatives of g and CQ w.r.t. M7 are needed. By derivation of
(5?) we find after some back-tracking that

d9 V^ i IT r<*t/(x '7i;CT 'tV'm)i.l
~ÄW = f-« ' 1 M ^ — '

and

where £^A/["-] denotes the expectation with respect to true multiplicity given the seen multi-
plicity and W (cf. sect 3.3.6), and

H(W).

if we assume a Gaussian shape of the KNO-function (a^(w) is then E(N\W = W)OKNO)- In
most practical cases, the error from Q2 and W can be neglected compared to that from p±otlt •
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Chapter 4

Conclusions

The method to use the conditional expectation value expanded in a Taylor series in a 'the-
oretical variable' and integrated over the unknown theoretical distribution, is shown to be a
valuable tool to test a theory predicting moments of an quantity observable only after severe
smearing. We have used this procedure to predict the algebraic moments of the transverse mo-
mentum distribution of the final-state hadrons in lepto-production. As input to the calculations
and as the tested theory we have used the QCD formula, due to Altarelli, predicting the corre-
sponding transverse momentum on the parton level. The final result includes three parameters
only, namely KQCDP ond opTim. The transverse width of the fragmentation momentum, a, is
the only parameter describing the smearing from hadronization, which is not obtainable from
other independent sources or that the result is insensitive to. Thus, the only sensitive parameter
in the smearing can be fitted to the data, which means that the systematical uncertainties are
small. No strong cuts are needed on the data sample, implying that the statistical error can be
made small as well.
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Appendix A
Derivation of eq. (46)

Inserting (45) , (44) and (43) into (42) , we get that

p± ~ hp±QCD v * I h

K*
Both Ei and Wjet are even functions of p i w , and since the distribution of p±.had is symmetric,
anticipating the averaging over pxhai, we see that we will only need to consider the terms
in which 2k - i - j is even (odd moments of P x w will vanish). Therefore the exponent for

jet + P±QCD) f^fet ls integer, and the term can be written as

"jet

\2k-i-j-2lL J l
 W2k-i-j-2l

-*-i-2'

2k-i-j-2l—m

Performing the expectation of (56) , using the expression above and rearranging terms yields

2k-i k-'-±± 2k-i-j-2l / , \ / , \ / I+j \

i E E (?)( ; ) ( r*
.=0 J=0 /=0 m=0

m
x'+m

Using that i + j must be even, we can do the substitutions i + j = 2n and j - j = 2p to get

fc n Jfc-n 21fc n Jfc-n 21 / n, \ / n , \

n=0p=-n /=0 m=0 \ r / \ r /
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){ ) i+p+m

Here we have also made-explicit that pxprim is independent of the other variables. By changing
the order of summation and doing the substitutions n + p+m -* r and p — m—>j the sum can
be rewritten as

2k k min(r-n,-r+3n)

E T V-> y»

r=0 n=0J=max(-r-7i,r+37i-4fc)/=[r=n=i + i] \

2*
r - n + j I x

2/

2 » - ä J

Here [...] denotes the integer part. Since the primordial transverse momentum has a symmetric
distribution, we see that r must be even. Assuming that the distribution is Gaussian we get
that

2/-r+2n-l\ = ( 2 / - r + 2lt - 1)! (<T2
prt

; r + 2n-l)/2)! \ 2

We now define

E = Pknl

Using (57) and (58) we get the quoted result:

E(p2±\P±«cn =*) =

(57)

(58)

r=0

k min(2r-n,-2r+3n) k-n

E E E
n=0 j=max(-2r-n,2r+3n-4/c) l=[7r-n~J

2k-n- 2/

2"-r+V
prtm
2

(2/-2r
( / - r -Pknl

r=0

(46)
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We see that E(p2±) is a polynomial the value of p±QCD. To evaluate pkni without any approxi-
mation can be done by simulating a system of particles fulfilling the assumptions, and creating
a table of the expectation in (58) . A problem with this approach is that pknt is a function of
a, one of the parameters we hope to fit to data. Therefore, we either must redo the simulation
each time the fitting program wants to modify the value of a 1, or we must calculate pkni on a
grid in <T, and perform the appropriate interpolations.

However, approximations of varying sophistication can be derived. The crudest one is to
assume that p±had,Ei and W are independent, as we did (and found sufficient) for the first
moment (cf. 3.3.1). The function pkni will then become a product of the individual moments
o f £ ' P x w a n d W:

Pkni =

A more careful approximation takes the correlations between E and W and p±had and E into
account. Momentum conservation is, however, not included. This means that p±had does not
correlate to the energy of other particles. We begin by the product.of energy and invariant
mass: Let Wn-\ denote the sum of the CMS energies of all particles but one in the jet. The
particle left out of the sum is the one the energy of which is denoted by E. Hence,

W' = E + Wn.x

and we can write

£2n , / JT \ -2l-2n

l^2/+2n - ~ (E + Wn-i,

' -2l-2n\ / E

p=o ^ y

p=0

Neglecting the effect of momentum conservation implies that Wn-\ and E are independent, so
that

V I I — V I ~ ~ 1 F (W -p-2l-2n\ p I pp+2n\ C\0\
I i^2/+2n I ~ Z ^ I p I ^KK"-1 ) \ ) ^ '
\ I p=0 \ " I

We now pass on to the product of E and p±had-

p2n+p 2k-2n _ (2 , y2\n+2 n2k-2n

Assuming a gaussian distribution of p±had, this expectation can be calculated analytically. If
(Ok — 2nV ( 2 \ ' "~ n

n + S = 0, the expectation is trivially E(pfrd
n) = ^-r r, I %r ) -To handle the general

case with n -f- 5 ^ 0, we calculate the conditional expectation at fixed Y:

'This might create serious problems in the minimization, since the random properties of the simulation
procedure will introduce a nondeterministic minimum, which will move around in the parameter space each time
Pkni is devaluated.
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wherein W\tll is the Whittaker function, and we have defined a — k - n and 6 = n + p/2 for
convenience. To arrive at this result, we first did the transformation p2, —> f, then used

formula 3.383.8 of [15]. The integration over Y = Jm2 + P2
L + P2

± can readily be performed,
if we assume that oi — <r, so that we can use polar coordinates (pi — rcos0,pi = rsinö). We
also do the transformation (r2 + m2)/m2 -* w. Formula 7.623.6 of [15] 2 then yields:

lira

We then finally get

\a + I

7li i - F

E2n2k-7n
r±had

w2l+2n

e I— • i—*

ma)k+s+LW (at\ (50)

2 ( -*+2n+ 2 - j ,2{-k-2-2) {2a2 J

if n ̂  0 and / ̂  0, otherwise

(2k-2n)\(a2\k~n

Pknl = -77 "TT IT

2Note the misprint in this formula: the second index of the Whittaker function should be -A + fi/2
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Appendix B
Distributions and moments of Energy and Invariant mass

For the energy, we have

E2 = m2 + pi + pi! + pi2

which implies that

- ym + pL + p x i + p±2j — 2-i I ,• I Z J I j I

"f3 ( n - * -3 \ m2i2Jn2k2(n-i-j-k)
2L, I k ]m PL PXIPX2
fc=o \ /

We assume that the components of CMS momentum are independent and Gaussian , and that
the two transverse components have the width a, and the longitudinal one the width a^. Then
the expectation becomes

n-t—j

2k! a2k 2(n - i - j - k)\
k\ 2k (n-i- j - it)!

n
Jin

^ ;Jt! („ _ i _ j - k)\ 2(»-'"-»

The three sums are numbers depending only on n (assuming that {<JL/O) is fixed), so that

E{E2n) = a2nKn (61)

For the invariant mass of the jet we have that

N

so that
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From this, and assuming independence of the CMS energies of the particles, we can after some
algebra deduce that

E(Wm)

where gmj is recursively defined by :

gmA = E(Em)

m-(i-\)

(62)

m-(t-l) / \

1=1 \ )

To apply this formula, the odd moments of the CMS energy must be calculated as well. This
means that we need to calculate the distribution of E. The distribution of the square of
the energy can be deduced from our assumptions on the shape of distributions of the CMS
momentum: p\x + p\2 has the distribution of Za2, with Z £ X2(2), and p\ that of V<r£, with
Y € X2( 1)- By folding these two known distributions, we get for the distribution of X — E2-m2:

fx(x) =

^

1
"I

'\fo 2 - , 2a2,

a >

a =

a <

Here 7 is the incomplete gamma function. (Since 7(1/2,1) is purely imaginary for negative x,
the last form is real as it should). After trivial transformations we get

fE(x) = 2xfx(x
2 -m2) ; x > m

The algebraic moments can now be found using the standard formula

00

fh, = J XnfE(x)dx

which can be evaluated numerically. A method calculating the incomplete gamma function can
be found in the CERN program library [13]. However, the general form of the moments can
be found analytically in some important special cases :

• All even moments are known by formula (61) , without reference to the distribution.
• If m « 0 and a < 01.
• For OL = &• In this case, the energy squared has a pure F(3/2, l/2cr2) distribution.
• In the limiting case ai « a. Here the distribution for the energy squared tends to a

r( l , l /2<r 2 ) distribution.
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• In the limiting case 01 » a. Here the distribution for the energy squared tends to a
r(l/2,l/2<r|J distribution.

The last three special cases correspond to three extreme cases of how momentum is distributed
among the longitudinal and transverse components : equally, negligible longitudinal momentum,
or negligible transverse momentum. Therefore they will determine the maximum spread of the
result due to the uncertainty in the under-laying hadronization mechanism.

If we denote the first parameter of the gamma distribution by A, the second by 0, we thus
have in these extreme cases that

? e 2 x ( x m f e
1 (A)

so that the moments of the CMS energy becomes :

= 2A(X,9,m)x{x2 - m2?-^

oo oo

/zn = 2A(\,9,m) I xn+\x2 - m^- ' e - ^dx = A(X,S,m) f *?(« - m2)*-^""* =

wherein W is the Whittaker function. The Whittaker function can be calculated with approxi-
mate numerical methods, using eg. the formulae in [14]. We see that if n — 1 and A = 3/2 (i.e.
the first moment in the case with all widths equal), the first index in the Whittaker function
is zero, the second is 1/2, i.e. the function is equal to the modified Bessel function h'i(0m2/2)
multiplied by y/6m2/ir. From the properties of the Whittaker function (or directly from the
last integral of the first line above), we see that the result for the even moments (even n) is a
polynomial in <x, as we have already deduced.

In the second special case above (i.e. negligible m and a < ai), we find by direct integration
that

In this formula, 2^1 is the hypergeometric function. Since this function is a polynomial in
the last argument, if the either of the first two is a negative integer, the expression for even n
calculated above will be a special case.

We now have all components to calculate E(Wm) as soon as the multiplicity and a are
given. It will still be necessary to find an approximation for E(l/Wm). It turns out that for
large n, an extended Gauss approximation, considering also higher order terms in the Taylor
expansion of \/Wm might be needed. For any stochastic variable X we have that

Retaining only the first term gives the Gauss approximation proper. Thus we get for E(lJWm) :

E{l/wm) * W n + EWn"iE{w2m)"E{wm)2) +'" (63)
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Finally, since E and W are correlated, E((E/W)m) will need consideration as well. Let us
begin by calculating E((W/E)n). Without loss of generality, E({W/E)m) = E{{WIEn)

m), if
n is the number of particles in the jet. We then have that

Y^EJ/EA \

where we have used Wn to denote the invariant mass of a system of n particles. We can then
use the approximation formula above to get

E((W/ED * E ( T ) E{W^ [ +

*=0

Using the same formula again, we finally get

Using the expression (63) for E(l/Wm) and (65) for E(Em/Wm), we can now calculate the
coefficients C2ki of (47) . The coefficients are functions of a, apTim and the multiplicity.
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FIGURES

Figures

Figure 1 : Various projections of the function fi(x,y,Q2):

a. As a function of x at at y = 0.5, Q2 = 5.0,15.0 and 25.0 GeV2 . This figure
shows that the function is almost independent of x, if x > .15 .
b . As a function of y at x = 0.24, Q2 = 5.0 . This figure shows that the function is
almost independent of y.
c. As a function of Q2 at x = 0.24, y = 0.5. The curves indicate that the Q2

-dependence is quite small.
d. As a function of x at at y = 0.5, Q2 — 5.0, for i/, V, and e as the incoming lepton.

Figure 2 : Examples of /-functions of higher orders :
a. The function /5(x, y, Q2) at y - 0.5, Q2 = 5.0.
b. The function /9(x, y, Q2) at y = 0.5, Q2 = 5.0.

Please note the vertical scale. This figure show the rapid decrease of the magnitude of
the /-functions as the order increases.

Figure 3 : {fi) at x > 0.15 versus i, with three-exponential fit. The points are the average
with statistical error of the functions when using the data of WA59 for the distributions
of x, y and Q2 .

Figure 4 : The method of calculating pxJum in an event. The view is looking at the
forward-going system with the current perpendicular to the plane of the figure. The
horizontal line is the plane distinguishing the 'up' and 'down' hemispheres.

a. The one-jet case. Solid vectors indicate the transverse momentum of the particles
included as is in the sum, and the dashed ones those included as zero. The vector
drawn with triple dashed lines is the vectorial sum of the momentum of the particles
over the dividing plane. px,om is the y-component of this vector. The one drawn
with triple solid lines is p±QCD , i.e. the vectorial sum of all particle momenta.
b. The case with two jets. The conventions in figure 4a are still used, but the tracks
of the other jet is also included. The dot-dashed vectors are those tracks that belong
to the jet below the dividing plane that after hadronization end up above it, and the
dotted ones are those that end up below.

In the following figures, E(Y2) = 0.08, a = 0.2, and aprim = 0.0, if nothing else is stated.

Figure 5 : The expectation value E(p±tum) as a function of PiQ C D , and for the total
forward multiplicities 3 or 6. The two curves at each multiplicity are for an exact averaging
of nup from summation over the distribution, or for the approximation that nup is half of
the total forward multiplicity.

Figure 6 : The expectation value E(p±ovt\N = 6,pxg c c = x) for E{Y2) = 0.04, 0.08
and 40.0 at two multiplicities. The lowest value represents a case where the longitudinal
momentum is identically zero, and the highest one when it is large. The intermediate
value is for E(p2

L) = a, and is represented by the solid lines. Since E2 = p\hai + Y2 , a
large value of E(Y2) implies a weak correlation between the energy of the particle and the
transverse component of the momentum, and the low value implies maximum correlation.

Figure 7 : The expectation value E(pievpl\N = n,p±QCD = x) in different situations :

- 3 5 -



FIGURES

a. Different multiplicities. The points are from the Monte-Carlo program described
in the text. The difference between the approximate analytical expression and the
simulation is clearly small. The general characteristics of the result are : at low
PXQCD the expectation-value is relatively independent of multiplicity, (and completely
so at p±QCD ~ 0-15) and with a low derivative w.r.t. p±QCD - At high values, all
multiplicities tend to lines with inclination 1/iV.
b . Different constraints on momentum : the case where the momentum is conserved
in each jet separately (i.e. the sum of the momenta is fixed to zero in the CMS), or
the case with no constraint on momentum conservation at all (i.e. the sum is free to
take any value). The upper curves are for n = 3. The two curves only differ at low
PXQCD • ^ n e lower curves are for n = 6. Here the two cases can not be distinguished
on this scale.
c. Different values of apTtm, the width of the primordial transverse momentum
distribution. For the extreme value of opTim = 2.5GcV, the difference from figure 7a
is large, but at the lower, more reasonable values, there is only a small shift at
low P±QCD. The points are from the Monte-Carlo simulation. The formula clearly
describes the MC values well.
d. Random orientation of the event-plane w.r.t. the lepton-plane. In this plot apTim

is 0.4. Also in this case, the formula describes the MC values well.

Figure 8 : The expectation value £(px,,.,|W = w,pxQCD = x,Nseen — n) for:
a. As a function of FL Q C D at different multiplicities.
b . As a function of W at different PXQCD- The W'-dependence comes from the
dependence of the multiplicity unsmearing.

Figure 9 : The second and sixth moment of PxMpl
 a t multiplicities 3 and 6. The

points are from simulation, and the solid lines have the coefficients p*n/ extracted from
simulation. The dotted lines represent the results using (50) , with the moments of the
inverse invariant mass taken from simulation. (The omission of momentum conservation
implied that the sum in (50) did not converge for multiplicity 3).

Figure 10 : The function g as a function of W/n3een at different multiplicities. This shows
that g becomes quite linear with W/n,ri.n , with a unique slope for all multiplicities.

Figure 11 : The expectation-value E(pxnut) as a function of W at different values of a,
and at naern = 5. The sensitivity for the value of a3 is clearly seen. Note, however, that
the slope decreases with increasing multiplicity. Therefore this clear rise with W will not
be seen in the p±oal distribution of events with different multiplicities, since higher W
implies higher multiplicity on average.
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